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Abstract
This paper investigates multirate multicast Clos switching networks which are nonblocking in a
wide sense, where a compatible multicast request is guaranteed to be routed without disturbing the
existing networks if all requests have conformed to a given routing scheme. The routing strategy
discovers (2:875n−1)min(k+ r1=k)+1 middle switches are su1cient for any multirate multicast
requests, whereas strictly nonblocking multirate switching networks requires in2nite number of
middle switches if the range of weights is widely distributed. This paper also shows that Yang
and Masson’s nonblocking multicast Clos network for pure circuit switching is rearrangeable for
multirate multicast communication if each weight is chosen from a given 2nite set of integer
multiplicity. Note that a general rearrangeability of multirate Clos network even for point-to-point
communications has not been known yet. In our work, the number of middle switches only
depends on the con2guration of the switch itself but not on the patterns of connection requests,
which is advisable to construct large-scale switching networks. c© 2001 Elsevier Science B.V.
All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Clos networks have been widely employed for telephone switching systems instead
of crossbar switches because of their asymptotic advantage over the crossbar switches
while providing nonblocking behavior [3]. The Clos switching networks were 2rst
developed for a pure circuit switching, in which a connection request should set up a
physical path between its source and destination, and the path should be dedicated to
the single service during the entire conversation so that all links on the path cannot be
used for any other communications.
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Advances in digital technology have allowed several telephones and data termi-
nals to share a single link if the total loads on the link do not exceed its capacity
[2, 6, 7]. In this multirate environment, each request takes a portion of a link bandwidth.
A spectrum of network services have been introduced during the past decade, which
need diEerent connection characteristics. In those services, it is necessary to transmit
their information to multiple destinations. To provide Fexible communication environ-
ments and to obtain cost-eEectiveness, there have been numerous eEorts to integrate the
dissimilar network services into a single network. The advent of asynchronous transfer
mode (ATM) has further forced to combine the heterogeous communication networks.
The current implementation of multicast switching devices, however, is based on block-
ing networks because nonblocking multicast switching networks were known to require
unrealistic hardware complexities.
In this paper, we study routing schemes for multirate multicast Clos networks to
obtain the minimal hardware complexity. The numbers of middle stage switches in
the Clos networks depend only on the parameters of the network itself but not on
the pattern of connection requests, which is highly desirable for constructing a real
switching network.
2. Multistage switching networks
An interconnection network is represented as a directed weight graph G=(V; E).
VI⊂V is a set of external inlets, each of which has one outgoing edge and no incoming
edge. VO⊂V is a set of external outlets, each of which has one incoming edge and
no outgoing edge. For an n-stage network, VI and VO are said to be in stage 0 and
n+ 1, respectively. Nodes in stage i have directed edges only to nodes in stage i + 1
for 06i6n, and there exists only one edge between any pair of nodes. We construct
uniform 3-stage Clos networks, denoted as C(n1; r1; n2; r2; m), forcing that each node
in stage 1 (input stage) has n1 incoming edges and m outgoing edges to every node in
stage 2 (middle stage), where each node has r1 incoming edges and r2 outgoing edges
to every node in stage 3 (output stage). Each node in stage 3 has m incoming edges
and n2 outgoing edges. Each switch module is assumed to be a crossbar switch which
has nonblocking multicast capability, even though it can be recursively constructed
with smaller Clos subnetworks. A symmetric Clos network, denoted as C(n; r; m), is
induced from the asymmetric network with n1 = n2 and r1 = r2.
A connection request for point-to-point connection is a triple (x; y; !), where x∈VI,
y∈VO and ! is a normalized bandwidth requirement (weight) of the connection re-
quest. A set of connection requests are said to be compatible if the sum of all weights
passing any external link does not exceed its capacity. A connection request is com-
patible to the existing network if the addition of the request does not cause capacity
overFows for any external links. A multicast connection request is de2ned as a triple
(x; Y; !), where Y ⊆VO denotes a set of output ports. A point-to-point request can
easily be represented with a multicast notation by imposing |Y |=1. A route is a
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tree connecting an input port to a set of output ports through middle stage switches.
A con2guration is a set of all routes. A con2guration is said to be satis2ed if we can
2nd all routes in such a way that the sum of weights on each e∈E is not larger than
its capacity.
A switching network is strictly nonblocking, or simply nonblocking, if a new con-
nection request can be routed without disturbing the existing network no matter how
the previous calls were routed. It is well-known that a symmetric Clos network,
C(n; r; 2n−1), is strictly nonblocking in circuit switching point-to-point communications
[3]. Melen and Turner [6] found a su1cient condition of a nonblocking Clos network
for multirate point-to-point communications. They took an advantage of higher speed
of internal links over externals to reduce hardware requirements. Chung and Ross [2]
determined necessary and su1cient conditions for multirate interconnection networks to
be nonblocking for both discrete and continuous weights, especially when the external
speed is same as the internal speed.
A network is said to be nonblocking in a wide-sense if a new request can be satis2ed
without interfering the existing network con2guration under a condition that all requests
comply to a given routing algorithm. BeneKs [1] proved a Clos network C(n; 2; m)
is wide-sense nonblocking in circuit switching if m= 3n=2. Melen and Turner [6]
devised a Clos network C(n; r; 8n − 2) to be wide-sense nonblocking in a multirate
environment by assembling two nonblocking Clos networks in parallel, each of them
has 4n−1 middle stage switches. All connections with weights more than 12 are routed
through only one subnetwork, and all requests with weights no more than 12 are routed
through the other subnetwork.
Hwang [5] had given a condition of m=O(nr) for rearrangeable multi-connection
3-stage Clos networks. The multi-connection network is generalization of interconnec-
tion networks such that a set of input ports are able to connect to a set of output
ports. Yang and Masson [9] showed that a Clos network in circuit switching is non-
blocking for multicast requests when m¿min(n−1)(k+ r1=k)=O(n ln r=ln ln r), where
16k6min(n − 1; r). Yang [8] extended her previous result to obtain multirate non-
blocking multicast networks with m¿min(1=b(n− 1)(k + r1=k)). A weakness of the
result is that the network requires an unbounded number of middle stage switches when
b goes to 0.
3. Preliminaries
We denote a set of destinations as a set of output switches instead of output ports
because an output switch module can fan out to as many as outlets once it receives a
compatible request. We use a vector notation as a set of destinations in such a way that
the jth element of the vector is 1 if the destinations contain output switch j, 0 other-
wise. A multirate multicast request is denoted as Ci =(xi; yi ; !i), where xi ∈{1; : : : ; nr}
is an input port, yi is the vector of size r denoting a set of output switches in a
bit-vector format, and !i is a required weight. For the connection request, we can
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Fig. 1. C(3; 4; 5) Clos Network. Connection requests C1 = (2; (1; 1; 1; 1); 0:2), C2 = (6; (0; 0; 1; 0); 0:3),
C3 = (8; (1; 1; 1; 1); 0:4) and C4 = (11; (0; 1; 0; 0); 0:5).
de2ne a connection vector as Ii =!i · yi. Fig. 1 shows four multicast connection
requests C1 = (2; (1; 1; 1; 1); 0:2), C2 = (6; (0; 0; 1; 0); 0:3), C3 = (8; (1; 1; 1; 1); 0:4) and
C4 = (11; (0; 1; 0; 0); 0:5). Their connection vectors are I1 = (0:2; 0:2; 0:2; 0:2), I2 = (0; 0;
0:3; 0), I3 = (0:4; 0:4; 0:4; 0:4) and I4 = (0; 0:5; 0; 0).
Denition 1 (relational operators of vector). For given two vectors, x and y of length
n, x6y if and only if xi6yi for all i=1; 2; : : : ; n. x¡y if x6y and x = y. Similarly,
we can de2ne ¿ and ¿ operators.
For example, if x=(0:3; 0:2; 0:5), y=(0:4; 0:3; 0:9) and z=(0:4; 0:5; 0:3) then x6y
but xz because x3z3. The kth element of a connection vector I denotes the weight
on output switch k so that the sum of connection vectors,
∑
all i Ii, represents the sum
of weights loaded on each output switch.
To describe the con2guration of links between the middle stage and the output stage,
we de2ne destination vector Mj for each middle switch j such that Mj(k) is the sum
of weights loaded on the link between the middle switch j and the output switch k.
In Fig. 1, for example, M1 = (0; 0:4; 0:4; 0), M2 = (0:2; 0:2; 0; 0), M3 = (0:4; 0; 0:2; 0:6),
M4 = (0; 0; 0:3; 0) and M5 = (0; 0:5; 0; 0). Like connection vectors, the sum of destina-
tion vectors,
∑
all j Mj, represents the sum of weights loaded on each output switch.
Because each output switch has n output ports, its load is at most n. We can easily
obtain the relationship between the connection vectors and the destination vectors after
routing all requests as follows:∑
all i
Ii =
∑
all j
Mj6n:
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Denition 2 (min and max of vectors). For two vectors, x=(x1; x2; : : : ; xn) and
y=(y1; y2; : : : ; yn), operators min and max are de2ned as follows:
min(x; y) = (min(x1; y1);min(x2; y2); : : : ;min(xn; yn));
max(x; y) = (max(x1; y1);max(x2; y2); : : : ;max(xn; yn)):
Generally, for k vectors, xj =(xj;1; xj;2; : : : ; xj; n) for 16j6k,
min
16j6k
(xj) =
(
min
16j6k
(xj; 1); min
16j6k
(xj; 2); : : : ; min
16j6k
(xj; n)
)
;
max
16j6k
(xj) =
(
max
16j6k
(xj; 1); max
16j6k
(xj; 2); : : : ; max
16j6k
(xj; n)
)
:
For the previous destination vectors, min16j65(Mj)= (0; 0; 0; 0) and max16j65(Mj)=
(0:4; 0:5; 0:4; 0:6).
4. Wide-sense nonblocking multirate multicast networks
We consider a special network in which the weight of a new multicast request is
no more than 1=(p+ 1) for some positive integer p.
Theorem 1. The Clos network C(n; r; m) is nonblocking for a multirate multicast
request when Cnew = (x; y; !S) where !S61=(p + 1) if each request uses at most k
middle switches and
m ¿
(n− !S)(p+ 1)
p
min(k + r1=k):
Proof. !S61=(p + 1) implies 1 − !S¿p=(p + 1). Let m′ be the number of middle
switches blocking the new multicast request !S from x’s input switch. We obtain that
m′(1− !S)6(n− !S)k and m′6 (n− !S)(p+ 1)p k: (1)
Consider an m′′ × r destination matrix by discarding at most m′ rows whose corre-
sponding middle switches block the new request from the input switch. Suppose that
1−min16i6k(Mji)Inew, which means that any k middle switches cannot satisfy the
new multicast. Let c1(j) be the number of elements in the jth row whose values are
greater than 1− !S.
m′′c1
p
p+ 1
6m′′c1(1− !S)6
m′′∑
j=1
c1(j)(1− !S)6(n− !S)r;
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where c1 = min16j6m′′{c1(j)} and c1 = 0. Henceforth, we obtain that
m′′6
(n− !S)(p+ 1)
p
r
c1
: (2)
Without loss of generality, assume the hth row has the minimum. We can route a
part of the request to r − c1 output switches by using the hth row and delete the
r− c1 columns from destination matrix for 2nding the next middle switch to route the
remaining destinations. Generally, assume there are only ci−1 output switches which
are needed to be routed through by using m′′× ci−1 destination matrix Mi−1 for i¡k.
Let ci(j) be the number of elements in the jth rows whose values are greater than
1− !S and ci be the minimum of ci(j) for all j. Then,
m′′ci
p
p+ 1
6m′′ci(1− !S)6
m′′∑
j=1
ci(j)(1− !S)6(n− !S)ci−1;
m′′6
(n− !S)(p+ 1)
p
ci−1
ci
; (3)
where ci = 0 for i¡k. Otherwise, it is a contradiction to our assumption that any k
middle switches cannot satisfy the new multicast request. When i= k, each row vector
has at least one element whose value is greater than 1− !S. Therefore,
m′′
p
p+ 1
6m′′(1− !S)6
m′′∑
j=1
(1− !S)6(n− !S)ck−1
m′′6
(n− !S)(p+ 1)
p
ck−1: (4)
A geometric mean is not less than the minimum of a sequence so that the minimum
m′′ can be obtained from (2)–(4) as
m′′6
(n− !S)(p+ 1)
p
r1=k :
To provide general multirate multicast switching networks, we extend a routing al-
gorithm called a quota scheme from Gao and Hwang [4]. Connection requests are
partitioned into large calls (CL) and small calls (CS) by their weights. In addition,
the set of middle switches (M) are also assumed to be partitioned to MS and ML
whose sizes are mS and mL, respectively. The algorithm forces CS to use only MS
but allows CL to use not only ML but also MS. Based on Theorem 1, a multicast
request with !S61=(p + 1) for some positive p is classi2ed to a small call and the
one with !L¿1=(p + 1) be a large call. Of course, !L should not be greater than
B because it is the upper bound of all connection requests. For simplicity, let us
de2ne f(r)=min(k + r1=k) which was known to have an approximate minimum of
O(ln r= ln ln r) [9].
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Theorem 2. The multirate 3-stage Clos network C(n; r; m); in which each request has
a weight within the range of [b; B] and external links can operate at ; is nonblocking
in a wide-sense if
m ¿


n(p+ 1)(Bp+ B+ p− 1)
p2
f(r) for B ¡ 23=32;
(
15n
8
+ n− 1
)
f(r) for B¿23=32;
where p= 1=B.
Proof. Assume a large call CL = (x; y; !L) with !L¿1=(p + 1) is compatible to the
existing con2guration. Let M ′S be the subset of MS blocking the large call from x’s
input switch and M ′L be the subset of ML blocking the request from the input switch
by carrying exactly p calls, and their sizes are m′S and m
′
L, respectively. Each request
is supposed to multiplicate its message at most k times at the input switch. Because
of the compatibility, the sum of weights going to the middle stage out of the input
switch is at most (n− !L)k. Therefore
m′L
p
p+ 1
+ m′S(1− B)6m′L
p
p+ 1
+ m′S(1− !L)6(n− !L)k: (5)
Let M ′′S =MS\M ′S and M ′′L =ML\M ′L be the subset of MS and ML which are available
for the large call, respectively. Their sizes are denoted as m′′S and m
′′
L. To 2nd out the
maximum number of blocking links to output switches, let us consider (m′′S +m
′′
L)× r
destination matrix M. Suppose that any k middle switches from m′′S + m
′′
L cannot
satisfy the request. We will use the same notation for ci(j) and ci as Theorem 1, but
ci = minj∈M ′′L ∪M ′′S {ci(j)}.
∑
j∈M ′′L
c1(j)
p
p+ 1
+
∑
j∈M ′′S
c1(j)(1− B)6(n− !L)r
m′′L
p
p+ 1
+ m′′S (1− B)6(n− !L)
r
c1
: (6)
We apply the similar method as before to contract the destination matrix and obtain
the minimum number of middle switches as,
m′′L
p
p+ 1
+ m′′S (1− B)6(n− !L)
ci−1
ci
for i ¡ k (7)
m′′L
p
p+ 1
+ m′′S (1− B)6(n− !L)ck−1 for i = k: (8)
From (6)–(8), we get
m′′L
p
p+ 1
+ m′′S (1− B)6(n− !L)r1=k : (9)
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Because m′L + m
′′
L =mL and m
′
S + m
′′
S =mS, we obtain the following by summing up
(5) and (9):
mL6
[(n− !L)f(r)− (1− B)mS](p+ 1)
p
:
From Theorem 1, the maximum numbers of blocking middle switches m∗S and m∗L in
MS and ML are obtained by !S→ 0 and !L→ 0.
m∗S =
n(p+ 1)
p
f(r);
m∗L =
n(Bp+ B− 1)(p+ 1)
p2
f(r):
Henceforth, the network is wide-sense nonblocking if one more middle switch is pro-
vided in addition to m∗L + m∗S
m ¿
n(Bp+ B+ p− 1)(p+ 1)
p2
f(r): (10)
When B=1=2 so as p=2, the Clos network C(n; r; m1) is nonblocking if
m1¿(15n=8)f(r). For the other case of !¿ 12 , the Clos network C(n; r; m2) is non-
blocking if m2¿(n − 1)f(r) because a link cannot carry more than one request
anyhow. We can combine these two Clos networks in parallel to construct a gen-
eral wide-sense nonblocking Clos network C(n; r; m) for multirate multicast in which
m¿((15n=8)+n−1)f(r). In this network, all multicast requests with !6 12 are routed
through the 2rst sub-network, and all requests with !¿ 12 are routed through the other
sub-network.
Let us compare g1(B)= n(Bp + B + p − 1)(p + 1)f(r)=p2 with g2 = (15n=8 +
n− 1)f(r). It is easy to verify g1(B) is an increasing function on B and it is always
smaller than g2 for B6 12 because 61. For B¿
1
2 , i.e. p=1; g1(B) is approximately
equal to g2 at B=23=32.
5. Rearrangeable multirate multicast
Yang and Masson [9] gave a nonblocking 3-stage multicast Clos network C(n; r; m)
for pure circuit switching if the number of middle stage switches is larger than (n−1)
min(k + r1=k). In this section, we show the Clos network is rearrangeable for multirate
multicast communications of some special discrete bandwidth cases. Each multicast re-
quest is assumed to have a normalized weight from a given 2nite set {p1; p2; : : : ; ph},
where p3|p2; : : : ; ph|ph−1, and 1¿p1¿ 12¿p2¿ · · ·¿ph¿0. It is called integer mul-
tiplicity of discrete bandwidths for p2 to ph. The rearrangement algorithm orders the
requests by their weights and routes the heaviest request 2rst, with each request being
restricted to use at most k middle switches. To route the next heaviest request, the
algorithm does not disturb the heavier requests which were already routed, and route
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them by using at most k middle switches. It continues to route other requests until the
lightest requests are successfully routed.
For a new multicast request, let us consider how many middle stage switches are
needed to satisfy the request. Because the maximum fan-out is limited to r for a
symmetric Clos network C(n; r; m) as Section 3, we use at most r middle switches.
We are also able to discover that n−1 is another upper bound for compatible multicast
requests.
Theorem 3. The symmetric Clos network C(n; r; m) is multirate rearrangeable when
each connection has a weight chosen from a given 2nite set {p1; p2; : : : ; ph}; where
p3|p2; : : : ; ph|ph−1; and 1¿p1¿1=2¿p2¿ · · ·¿ph¿0 if
m ¿ (n− 1) min
16k6min(n−1; r)
(k + r1=k): (11)
Proof. We will prove this theorem by induction on h. For h=1, each link can carry no
more than one call due to p1¿ 12 so the Clos network is nonblocking and rearrangeable.
Assume that the Clos network is rearrangeable for h= h′ − 1. Consider two integers
u and v such that p1 + uph′61¡p1 + (u+ 1)ph′ and vph′61¡(v+ 1)ph′ . If a link
blocks a new connection request of weight ph′ , the blocking link is carrying either
one p1-call and weights of u ph′ -calls(U -blocking), or v ph′ -calls(V -blocking). Let us
assume more than (n− 1)k middle switches are blocking the new ph′ -call from input
stage. Because all connection requests are able to duplicate their messages at most k
times at the input switch, at least n input ports should carry full weights that are either
p1 + uph′ or vph′ . This is a contradiction to our assumption for the compatible new
ph′ -call.
Suppose that any k middle switches among m′ cannot satisfy the new ph′ -call. Then,
we can obtain m′6(n− 1)r1=k . The total number of blocking links between the middle
stage and the output stage is no more than (n− 1)r because each output switch have
at most (n − 1) output ports which are either U -blocking or V -blocking for the new
call. By using the similar approach as the previous section, we can obtain,
m′6(n− 1)r=c1; (12)
m′6(n− 1)ci−1=ci for i ¡ k; (13)
m′6(n− 1)ck−1 for i = k: (14)
The minimum of a sequence is not larger than its geometric mean so that, from
(12)–(14), we can obtain
m′6
[
(n− 1) r
c1
· (n− 1)c1
c2
· · · (n− 1)ck−2
ck−1
· (n− 1)ck−1
]1=k
= (n− 1)r1=k :
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We showed that the nonblocking multicast Clos network for pure circuit switch-
ing is also rearrangeable for multirate multicast communications if each request has
a weight chosen from integer multiplicity of discrete bandwidth for p2 to ph and
1¿p1¿ 12¿p2¿ · · ·¿ph. In the following, we observe other special cases that pro-
vide more Fexibility to the 2nite set of weights.
Corollary 1. The symmetric Clos network C(n; r; m) is multirate rearrangeable when
each connection has a weight chosen from a given 2nite set {p1; p2; : : : ; ph}; where
pi+1|pi; pi+2|pi+1; : : : ; ph|ph−1; and 1¿p1¿p2¿ · · ·¿pi−1¿ 12¿pi¿pi+1¿ · · ·¿
ph¿0 if
m ¿ (n− 1) min
16k6min(n−1; r)
(k + r1=k): (15)
Proof. We apply the same idea as Theorem 3, but consider i integers u1; u2; : : : ; ui−1
and v such that pj+ujph′61¡pj+(uj+1)ph′ for j6i−1 and vph′61¡(v+1)ph′ .
Corollary 2. The symmetric Clos network C(n; r; m) is multirate rearrangeable when
each connection has a weight chosen from a given 2nite set {p1; p2; : : : ; ph}; where
p2|p1; p3|p2; : : : ; ph|ph−1; and 1¿p1¿p2¿ · · ·¿ph¿0 if
m ¿ (n− 1) min
16k6min(n−1; r)
(k + r1=k): (16)
Proof. Apply the same argument as Theorem 3 and consider an integer u such that
upi61¡(u+ 1)pi for each iteration.
6. Conclusions
We have studied the construction of multirate 3-stage Clos switching networks which
are nonblocking in a wide sense for multicast communications. To overcome the
obstacle of other nonblocking multirate Clos networks requiring in2nite number of
switch elements at the worst case, the middle stage switches are partitioned into two
or three subsets and the routing algorithm allows connection requests to utilize one of
two subset according to their normalized weights. The hardware complexities of the net-
works were determined only by the con2gurations of the networks themselves but not
by the patterns of connection requests, which is extremely advisable to build real large-
scale switching networks. The nonblocking circuit switching multicast Clos network
was also shown to be rearrangeable for some discrete multirate multicast communica-
tions. The rearrangeable routing algorithm sorts connection requests by their normalized
weights and routs the heaviest requests 2rst and then the next heaviest and so forth in
nonblocking fashion.
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